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Abstract

In this paper we introduce a method to measure the social importance of
an agent in a multiagent system, using a directed graph representing depen-
dencies among agents to achieve their goals, so-called dependence graphs
pioneered by Castelfranchi, Conte and Sichman. Our measure is derived
from van den Brink and Gilles’ β-measure to rank agents, using a directed
graph representing an abstract dominance relation among agents. In particu-
lar, we show how to define power structures and dependence networks from
the goals and skills of individual agents, and how to adapt the β-measure
for such dependence networks based on their topological properties. More-
over, we show that our notion of social importance has a simple and intuitive
meaning: it measures the discontent of the other agents in case the agent
would leave the society.

keywords: Cooperation, dependence networks, social importance.



1 Introduction

Heterogeneous agents help other agents to achieve their goals in various ways and
to various degrees, raising the problem how to measure the social importance of
an agent inside a community. Social importance plays a key role in the explanation
of several so-called emergence and micro-macro link problems. For example, it
can be used to estimate the influence of an agent in a collaboration process, to
justify the emergence of various social positions and hierarchical organizations in
a community of peers, to distribute obligations [5] or to analyze to which extent a
community tends to one of its members in order to keep it inside. Castelfranchi [7]
argues that some aspects of the emergence and micro-macro link problems arise
from and can be modeled with a description of the power of groups of agents and
their inter-dependencies.

In this paper, we consider the formalization of the social importance of agents
using a directed graph representing dependencies among agents to achieve their
goals, so-called dependence graphs pioneered by Castelfranchi [7], as well as
Conte and Sichman [8]. To address the social importance we use the β-measure
developed by van den Brink and Gilles [18] to rank agents inside a dominance
structure, i.e., a weighted directed graph where each node represents an agent and
a weighted arc represents the strength of a dominance relation between two agents.
We focus on the β-measure, because it satisfies some properties which should also
hold for dependence. For example, if an agent does not dominate any other agent,
then its β-measure is equal to zero, and analogously, if no agent depends on a given
agent, then the social importance of the latter should be equal to zero.

The problem we address is therefore how to adapt the β-measure in order to
capture the strength of an agent in the satisfaction of the goals of other agents. Our
problem breaks down in the following two related questions:

1. How to define a dependence network for agents based on their abilities and
desires?

2. How to adapt van den Brink and Gilles’ β-measure to measure social impor-
tance in these dependence networks?

To answer the first question, we adapt the dependence networks we have de-
veloped in previous work to define admissible criteria for coalition formation (see
[15] for a detailed description), introducing the minimization on the action assign-
ment in the definition of minimal power. In particular, a possible notion of power
is the so-called α-ability: the capability of a group of agents to ensure a state of
affairs, no matter what the other agents do [13, 1, 19]. This notion originates from
classical game theory [14], where it has been shown that it satisfies the property



of coalitional monotonicity, i.e., adding new members to a group of agents does
not decrease its power. Though this property seems natural in several contexts, it
is not well suited to define the notion of dependence among agents as developed
by Castelfranchi and others, because it admits in a group which has the power to
achieve a certain goal the presence of useless agents. Therefore, we study also a
notion of power implying α-ability, but requiring also that if a group of agents Q
has the power to achieve a goal g, then no subsets Q′ of Q can achieve g with less
efforts. This means that all the agents inQ play a profitable role in the achievement
of g. Starting from formalization of the notion of power we represent dependencies
among group of agents by means of graphs following the approach of Conte and
Sichman [8].

The second question addresses the primary aim of this paper, i.e. the definition
of our measure of the social importance of an agent inside a community. This
issue, as far as we know, is novel in the multiagent system community. Intuitively,
our notion of social importance measures the dissatisfaction of a community in
case one of its members decides to leave it. This measure depends essentially on
three factors, the goals in which achievement that agent is involved, the number of
agents that desire these goals and the number of alternatives which subsist in order
to achieve these goals. More precisely, we adapt the notion of β-measure, because
dominance concerns only two agents. First, the notion of dependence is relative to
the achievement of a goal, and since a priori goals cannot be assumed equivalent,
we have to consider separately the importance that any single goal provides to an
agent. Second, dependence concerns one agent with respect to a group of agents
which has the power to achieve one of its goals, and not only with respect to one
other agent only.

There are several related issues we do not address in this paper. We use a level
of abstraction which enables to model all the relevant aspects of our problem and
to reveal differences with other works to a limited extent concerning our problem.
Several natural improvements concerning non-deterministic or more sophisticated
models of the environment (see [12]) are beyond the scope of this paper. Similarly,
the description of temporal aspects of goals, as addressed in ATL [1], for example,
or the study of the complex plans involving concatenation of actions, conditionals,
iteration can be subject of future research.

The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we formalize a Multiagent
System, providing the definition of the single agents, the actions they can execute
and their effects. In Section 3, the notions of the power and lack of power for
groups of agents are formalized. Section 4 is dedicated to dependencies, relating
them to the previous definitions of power and lack of power, and in Section 5 a
graph representation of the dependencies among agents is provided. Section 6
concerns the formalization of the social importance of an agent in a Multiagent



System, which extends the notion of β-measure of van den Brink and Gilles [18].
Related work and conclusions end the paper.

2 Multiagent System

Given a set of Boolean variables V , in the following, we denote with LV the set of
all Boolean formulae on the variables V . If ν ∈ LV , then V [ν] is the set of all the
variables in V that occurs in ν. Given a formula ν ∈ LV and a truth assignment
µ of V , we write |=µ ν to indicate that µ satisfies the formula ν in the usual
propositional semantics. As usual a formula ν ∈ LV is consistent if there exists
a truth assignment µ such that |=µ φ, we denote with L∗P ⊂ LP the subset of all
consistent formulae.

A multiagent system can be viewed as a set of agents populating an environ-
ment. Agents can affect the environment by executing actions. In this work we
consider a simple model where the evolution of the environment consists of a sin-
gle step from an initial state to its next state. In this way, we abstract from a
detailed description of an action - whether, for example, it can be decomposed in
a sequence of more elementary actions - as well as from low-level coordination is-
sues. Mainly, this choice is due to simplicity reasons. However, several studies on
strategic reasoning and collaborative behaviors are used to restrict the complexity
of the agent interaction. For example in classical game theory the strategic form
of a game abstracts from the detailed description of what a strategy consists of and
directly describes the result of strategy profiles by means of an outcome function
[13].

The evolution of the environment is described by means of a pair of states, the
initial state and the next state. The initial state consists of a truth assignment θ on a
set of propositional variables P . The next state is represented by means of a truth
assignment θ′ on a set of propositional variables P ′ = {p′ | p∈ P}.

The environment evolves according to the actions that agents execute in the ini-
tial state, and is characterized by effect rules. We introduce a finite set of Boolean
variables Ac denoting all the actions that can be performed by an agent. An ef-
fect rule is conditional both on the initial state and on the actions performed by the
agents. In order to express the relation between actions and their effects we formal-
ize not only the fact that some actions should be performed to have some effects,
but also that some other actions should not be performed. For example to open a
door one has to push it, but at the same time no other person should be pushing it
on the other side.

Definition 1 (Effect rule) An effect rule is a formula φ ∧ ψ → φ′, where ψ ∈



L∗Ac , φ ∈ L∗P and φ′ ∈ L∗P ′ is a conjunction of literals over P ′. We denote with
EP,Ac,P ′⊂ L∗P∪P ′∪Ac the set of all possible effect rules.

Given an effect rule r = φ ∧ ψ → φ′, we denote with effects(r) φ′ and,
given a set of effect rules R we denote with effects(R) =

∧
r∈R effects(r). In

the same manner, we denote with preconditions(r) the formula φ ∧ ψ and with
preconditions(R) =

∧
r∈R preconditions(r).

Example 1 A possible rule is: s1 ∧ s2 ∧ a → ¬s′1. Informally, this rule tells us
that in every state where both s1 and s2 are true, if the action a is performed, then
in the next state s1 is false.

The environment is regulated by a finite set of effect rules Rl⊂ EP,Ac,P ′ . Given
an initial state θ and a truth assignment α on the action variables Ac, if R⊆ Rl is
the set of effect rules such that |=θ∪α preconditions(R), then next state θ′ satisfies
the effects of all the effect rules in R, |=θ′ effects(R). However, there could be
more than one truth assignment θ′ that satisfies effects(R), therefore which of them
is the next state? We assume that the effect rules operate like STRIPS-operators
[10], i.e., the values of the attributes not involved in the effects of the activated rules
remain unchanged. We call this behavior the inertia assumption and we formalize
it as follows:

Definition 2 (Next state) Given a set of effect rules Rl , an initial state θ, a truth
assignment of the actions α. Denoted with R⊆ Rl the set of all the rules r ∈ Rl
such that |=θ∪α preconditions(r). The next state resulting from θ and α under Rl
is the truth assignment θ′ on the variables P ′ such that |=θ′ effects(R) and for all
the variables p′∈ P ′ \ P ′(effects(R)), θ′(p′) = θ(p). In the following we denote
the next state corresponding to θ, α and Rl as Next(θ, α,Rl).

Example 2 Let θ be the state {(s1, 1), (s2, 1)} and R the set of activated rules
consisting of the single rule s1 ∧ s2 ∧ a→ ¬s′1 as in Example 1, effects(R) is the
formula ¬s′1, therefore P ′(effects(R)) is the variable s′1. Due to Definition 2, the
next state θ′ satisfies the formula ¬s′1, so θ′(s′1) = 0, whereas θ′(s′2) = θ(s2), i.e.,
it is equal to 1.

Given a generic set of rules Rl , describing the evolution of the environment, it
could be that two or more effect rules in Rl have inconsistent effects even if their
preconditions are consistent.

Example 3 Consider the two rules r1 = f → ¬s′1 and r2 = ¬s1∧a1 → s′1. Let θ
be an initial state such that θ(f) = 1 and θ(s1) = 0 and let α be an assignment on
the action variables such that α(a1) = 1. Then, θ and α satisfy the preconditions



of both r1 and r2, |=θ∪α preconditions({r1, r2}), nevertheless there does not exist
a next state θ′ such that |=θ′ s1 and |=θ′ ¬s1.

For this reason we explicitly require that activated rules do not lead to incon-
sistent effects. We call such sets of rules feasible.

Definition 3 (Feasible rules) A set of rules Rl is feasible if and only if for all the
initial states θ and for all truth assignment α of Ac, there exists a next state θ′ such
that θ′ = Next(θ, α,Rl).

The following example illustrates the distinction between feasible and not fea-
sible rules.

Example 4 (Continued) Consider the set of rules Rl = {r1, r2} of the Example
3. To make this set of rules feasible we modify the rule ¬s1 ∧ a1 → s′1 with the
rule ¬s1 ∧ ¬f ∧ a1 → s′1.. Rl is feasible because the formulae f and ¬s1 ∧ ¬f
are inconsistent, therefore, the preconditions of r1 and r2 cannot be satisfied at the
same time.

Finally, we introduce agents. An agent is represented by means of its abilities
and motivations. The abilities of an agent ag i are the actions it can perform Aci⊆
Ac.

Motivations are formalized as goals. Informally, a goal is a generic formula γ
involving variables from P , Ac and P ′ which describe respectively in which initial
states it is activated, which actions are desired to be executed and which final state
is desires.

Definition 4 (Goals) A goal is a formula γ of LP∪Ac∪P ′ . A set of effect rules Rl ,
an initial state θ and an action assignment α satisfy a goal γ, Sat(θ, α, γ), if and
only if |=θ∪α∪Next(θ,α,Rl) γ.

Example 5 Consider the conditional goal s∧¬a∧¬s′, this goal states that when-
ever the initial state satisfies s, then the agent desires that the action a is not exe-
cuted and the environment evolves in a next state which does not satisfy s′.

A Multiagent System consists of a set of agents together with their actions and
goals.

Definition 5 (Multiagent System) A Multiagent System, MaS , is tuple

〈Ag , P,Ac1, . . . ,Ac|Ag|,Rl , G1, . . . , G|Ag|〉
where Ag is a set of agents. P is a set of propositional variables. Aci is the set of
actions the agent i can perform, where Ac denotes the union of all the Aci. Rl is a



feasible set of rules on the propositional variables P and Ac. Gi⊂ L∗P×L∗Ac×L∗P ′
is a finite set of goals associated with agent i, where Gl denotes the union of the
Gi, i.e., the set of all the goals.

To illustrate our model of a multiagent system, we consider an example regard-
ing the safety of a prison. The prison is composed by two interiors, a dormitory and
a courtyard. A gate separates the dormitory from the courtyard, whereas another
gate separates the courtyard from the outside. s1 and s2 denote the attributes cor-
responding respectively to the first and the second gate, in particular si represents
that the corresponding gate is closed and ¬si represents that it is open. The two
gates are ruled by pressing the two buttons, denoted with the actions a1 and a2, and
a fire alarm. The fire alarm is described by the attribute variable f , if the value of
f is true, then a fire is spreading through the dormitory. In this case, independently
from the states of the gates and the activation of the buttons, the gate s1 is opened
to assure the prisoners to leave the dormitory. Button a1 closes the gate s1 in the
case it is open and it opens s1 only if both s1 and s2 are closed. Button a2 has the
same behavior as button a1, but it governs gate s2. The agents are two guards gd1,
gd2 and a prisoner pr . Guard gd1 handles the controller a1, whereas the guard gd2

handles the controller a2. The prisoner pr can perform an action b that makes f
true. We are not interested in the goals of the guards whereas we know that the goal
of the prisoner is to escape. We assume that whenever a gate is open the prisoner
can pass through it, therefore, the goal to escape is formalized as follows: if the
gate s1 is closed, then pr wants that in next state both s1 and s2 are open. In the
case that s1 is open and the gate s2 is closed, then pr has already the possibility
to be over s1, therefore it only desires that in the next state the gate s2 is open.
Finally, if both the gates s1 and s2 are open, then he can escape, and hence its goal
is already satisfied.

Example 6 The multiagent system relative to this scenario is described in Fig-
ure 1.

3 Power of groups of agents

In this section we define a notion of power which is based on two facts. First, we
consider that agents can not only help, but also obstruct each other. For this reason
we consider a notion of power which is related to the game theoretic notion of α-
ability [13, 19], i.e., a group of agents Q has the power to achieve a state of affairs
if there exists a joint behavior ensuring that state of affairs and the other agents
cannot obstruct Q.



Agents actions Goals
gd1 a1 ∅
gd2 a2 ∅
pr b g1 = (s1 ∧ ¬s′1 ∧ ¬s′2) ∨ (¬s1 ∧ s2 ∧ ¬s′2) ∨ (¬s1 ∧ ¬s2)

Effect Rules
b→ f ′

f → ¬s′1
s1 ∧ s2 ∧ a1 → ¬s′1
¬s1 ∧ ¬f ∧ a1 → s′1
s1 ∧ s2 ∧ a2 → ¬s′2
¬s2 ∧ a2 → s′2

Figure 1: The Multiagent system of the prison example.

Second, inspired by Castelfranchi [7], by power we mean the capability of a
group of agents to achieve goals. Therefore, power does not consist only of the
group’s abilities to achieve effects. There should also be at least one agent that
desires those effects.

Given a multiagent system MaS , an action assignment is a function which
specifies, for each agent, the actions it executes in the initial state.

Definition 6 (Action assignment) Given a set of agents Q⊆ Ag , we denote with
KQ an action assignment over the agents in Q, i.e., a function that associates, for
all the agents ag i∈ Q, a non-empty subset of Aci and, for all agj 6∈ Q, the empty
set. We denote with U(KQ) the union of all the actions assigned in KQ:

U(KQ) =
⋃

ag∈Q

KQ(ag)

Given two action assignments KQ and KQ′ , we denote with KQ t KQ′ the
action assignment such that:

• for all ag 6∈ Q ∪Q′, KQ tKQ′(ag) = ∅
• for all ag∈ Q ∪Q′, KQ tKQ′(ag) = KQ(ag) ∪KQ′(ag)

Finally, we write KQ′ v KQ, when Q′ ⊆ Q and for all ag ∈ Q′, KQ′(ag) ⊆
KQ(ag). As usual, KQ′ < KQ means that KQ′ v KQ and KQ′ 6v KQ.

A set of agents Q has the power to achieve a goal γ by means of an action
assignment KQ in an initial state θ if and only if γ is satisfied no matter which
actions the other agents execute.



Definition 7 (Agents’ power) Given a goal γ ∈ Gl , a set of agents Q ⊆ Ag
has the power to achieve γ according to the action assignment KQ in the state θ,
Pow(Q, γ,KQ, θ), if and only if for all KAg\Q, Sat(θ,U(KQ ∪KAg\Q), γ).

We generalize the notion of power for sets of goalsG⊆ Gl : Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ)
if and only if for all γ∈ G, Pow(Q, γ,KQ, θ).

Definition 7 formulates the notion of α-ability with respect to the possibility to
achieve one or more goals at the same time. α-ability has been proved to satisfy
several relevant properties such as coalition monotonicity or super-additivity [13].
However, α-ability has been defined as the capability for a group of agents to en-
sure a state of affairs and not to collect goals as in our case. For this reason we
re-define these properties in our framework and we prove that Definition 7 satisfies
them. Informally, these properties are:

goal monotonicity: if a set of agents Q can achieve a set of goals G by means of
the action assignment KQ, then it can achieve, by means of the same KQ,
every subset G′ of G.

coalition monotonicity: if the set of agents Q has the power to achieve the set of
goals G by means of KQ, then every set of agents Q′ that contains Q can
achieve G by means of an action assignment KQ′ such that KQ v KQ′ .

super-additivity: if two disjoint sets of agentsQ1 andQ2 can respectively achieve
two sets of goals G1 and G2 by means of the actions assignments KQ1 and
KQ2 , then joined they can achieve both G1 and G2 by means of the action
assignment KQ1 tKQ2 .

Fact 1 The following properties hold:

1. If Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ), then for all G′ ⊂ G, Pow(Q,G′,KQ, θ).

2. If Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ), then for allQ′ ⊇ Q andKQ′ w KQ, Pow(Q′, G,KQ′ , θ).

3. If Pow(Q1, G1,KQ1 , θ), Pow(Q2, G2,KQ2 , θ) and Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅, then
Pow(Q1 ∪Q2, G1 ∪G2,KQ1 tKQ2 , θ).

proof:
1) It directly derives from Definition 7.
2) Due to Definition 7, for all A⊆ ⋃

agi∈Ag\Q′ Aci, it is the case that for all
γ∈ G:

Sat(θ,U(KQ) ∪ U(KQ′ \KQ) ∪ T ′, g)
But since U(KQ) ∪ U(KQ′ \KQ) = U(KQ′), then Pow(Q′, G,KQ′ , σ) holds.



3) Let KQ1∪Q2 = KQ1 t KQ2 . Since Q1 ∩ Q2 = ∅, then KQi ⊆ KQ1∪Q2

with i ∈ {1, 2}. By hypothesis Pow(Q1, G1,KQ1 , σ), therefore for the coali-
tion monotonicity property Pow(Q1∪Q2, G1,KQ1∪Q2 , σ). Analogously it can be
proved that Pow(Q1∪Q2, G2,KQ1∪Q2 , σ) and hence, by Definition 7, Pow(Q1∪
Q2, G1 ∪G2,KQ1∪Q2 , σ). 2

An important issue regarding the formalization of dependencies among agents
is the minimality of the set of actions a set of agents has to perform to achieve a
goal. Roughly, an agent ag is dependent for a goal g on an action assignment KQ

of the set of agents Q only if all the activities in KQ play a role in the achievement
of g. Due to the coalition monotonicity property the notion of Pow does not satisfy
this minimality, therefore we define a notion of minimal power corresponding to
the fact that g can be achieved with an activity distribution KQ such that there
does not exist a KQ′ such that for each agent assigns less actions of KQ, formally
KQ′ < KQ.

Definition 8 (Power with minimality) A set of agents Q ⊆ Ag has the minimal
power to achieve the goal formula γ by means of the action assignment KQ in
the state θ, Min Pow(Q, γ,KQ, θ), if and only if Pow(Q, γ,KQ, θ) and for all
Q′⊆Q it does not exist a KQ′< KQ such that Pow(Q′, γ,KQ′ , θ).

Given a set of goals G ⊆ Gl , Min Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ) holds if and only if
Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ) and there exists at least a γ ∈ G such that
Min Pow(Q, γ,KQ, θ).

Min Pow satisfies the following properties:

Goals maximality: If a set of agentsQ has the minimal power to achieve the goals
inG by means of an action assignmentKQ, then, given a set of goalsG′ that
contains G, it does not exist a Q′ ⊆ Q and a KQ′ ⊂ KQ such that Q′ has the
minimal power to achieve the goals in G′ by means of KQ′ .

Goals monotonicity with minimality: If Q has the min-power to achieve a set of
goalsG, then for every subsetG′ ofG there exists a subsetQ′ ofQ such that
it has the min-power to achieve G′.

Super-additivity with minimality: If two disjoint sets of agents Q1 and Q2 can
respectively achieve to sets of goals G1 and G2 by means of the action as-
signments KQ1 and KQ2 , then there exists a subset of Q of Q1 ∪ Q2 that
can achieve both G1 and G2 by means of an action assignmentKQ such that
KQ v KQ1 tKQ2 .

Fact 2 The following properties hold:



1. If Min Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ), then for all G′(⊃ G) there not exists Q′ ⊂ Q,
and a KQ′< KQ such that Min Pow(Q′, G′,KQ′ , θ).

2. If Min Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ), then for all G′ ⊆ G there exits a Q′ ⊆ Q and a
KQ′ v KQ such that Min Pow(Q′, G′,KQ′ , θ).

3. If it is the case that Min Pow(Q1, G1,KQ1 , θ), Min Pow(Q2, G2,KQ2 , θ)
andQ1∩Q2 = ∅, then there exists aQ′⊆ Q1∪Q2 and aKQ′ v KQ1tKQ2

such that Min Pow(Q′, G1 ∪G2,KQ′ , θ).

proof:
1) Proof by contradiction. Assume that there exists a Q′⊂ Q and an action as-

signmentKQ′< Q′ such that Min Pow(Q′, G′,KQ′ , θ). Then also Pow(Q′, G′,KQ′ , θ)
holds and for the goals monotonicity property Pow(Q′, G,KQ′ , θ). But this is
against the hypothesis that Min Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ).

2) Let G′ ⊆ G. Since Min Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ), then also Pow(Q,G,KQ, θ)
and hence, due to the goals monotonicity property, Pow(Q,G′,KQ, θ). Let

K = {KQ′ v KQ | Pow(Q′, G′,KQ′ , θ)

K is not empty since KQ∈ K. Now let KQ̄ be the actions allocation minimal with
respect to the inclusion relation. By construction Pow(Q̄,G′,KQ̄, θ).

3) Since Min Pow(Q1, G1,KQ1 , θ) and Min Pow(Q2, G2,KQ2 , θ), then also
Pow(Q1, G1,KQ1 , θ) and Pow(Q2, G2,KQ2 , θ) hold. This means for the super-
additive property of the relation Pow that Pow(Q1∪Q2, G1∪G2,KQ1 tKQ2 , θ),
hence for the previous property there exists a Q′⊆ Q1 ∪ Q2 and a KQ′ v KQ1 t
KQ2 such that Min Pow(Q′, G1 ∪G2,KQ′ , θ). 2

Some definitions of dependence require that if an agent is dependent for a goal,
then it is has not the power itself to achieve that goal. For this reason we also define
the notion of lack of power, Lack Pow(Q,G, θ), when a group of agentsQ desires
some set of goals G, but it has not the power to achieve it in a state θ.

Definition 9 (Lack of power) An agent ag i lacks the power to achieve a goal g,
in a state θ, Lack Pow(ag i, g, θ), if and only if g∈ Gi and there does not exist an
action assignment K{agi} such that Pow({ag i}, g,K{agi}, θ).

Example 7 Consider the Multiagent system described in Example 6. We want to
analyze security issues. The prison can be in one of eight states corresponding to
the different values of the variables s1, s2 and f .

The first issue regards the security of the prisoner in the case of fire. Pow(∅, {s1}, ∅, f)
holds, and therefore the prisoner is not dependent on any other agent for his safety.
Now we want to analyze whether the prisoner has an opportunity to escape. We



provide a classification of the danger of a state of the prison with respect to the
possibility in the next state to reach the goal of the prison to escape.

1. A state is fatal if it satisfies the goal of the prisoner.

2. It is an alarm state if the prisoner alone has the ability to force the next state
in a fatal state.

3. It is a risky state if there is a guard that alone has the power to achieve a
fatal state.

4. It is suspicious if both the guards are necessary to achieve a fatal state.

5. A state is safe if no a set of agents has the power to force the next state in a
fatal state.

In Figure 2 all the possible states of the prison are listed with the action assignment
that assure a set of agents to achieve the goal of the prisoner. The states 4 and 8 are
the fatal states, whereas the states 3, 6 and 7 are safe. There is one suspicious state
and two risky states. Fortunately there are not alarm states. This example shows
that the controller mechanism is not so good. Indeed we would like that the most
safe state would be the state in which all the gates are closed and there is no fire.
Instead this state is suspicious, whereas the state ¬s1 ∧ s2 ∧ f is safe. Moreover,
there are two risky states and if we consider that the prison is normally in the state
s1 ∧ s2 ∧ ¬f and that the prisoner has the power of start a fire, then the prisoner
has the power to reach a risky state, i.e., the state 1 in Figure 2.

A possible improvement is to update the effect rule s1 ∧ s2 ∧ a2 → ¬s′2, with
s1 ∧ s2 ∧ a2 ∧ ¬a1 → ¬s′2. In this case also the state 5 would be safe and the
state 1 is the only suspicious one.

4 Formalization of Dependence

In this section we formalize the notion of dependence. In general, dependence
concerns the possibility of a groupQ of agents to satisfy goals of agents. Obviously
Q has to be able to achieve those goals, but a further condition is that the agents
in the group Q should be all useful for the fulfillment of the goals, as we do not
want to formalize the dependence on useless agents. As said in the previous section
the definition of Pow allows the presence of useless members, as represented by
coalition monotonicity. To avoid this problem we have defined in the previous
section a notion of Min Pow that, satisfying the minimality condition, does not
allow the presence of members that do not contribute to goals of other members.



States Minimal power
1 s1 s2 f {(gd2, a2)}
2 s1 ¬s2 f {(gd2, ∅)}
3 ¬s1 s2 f −
4 ¬s1 ¬s2 f {(∅, ∅)}
5 s1 s2 ¬f {(gd1, a1); (gd2, a2)}
6 s1 ¬s2 ¬f −
7 ¬s1 s2 ¬f −
8 ¬s1 ¬s2 ¬f {(∅, ∅)}

Figure 2: The minimal power in achieving the goal of the prisoner for each state of
the prison.

We define three degrees of dependence: weak dependence, dependence and
strong dependence. Roughly, weak dependence means that a set Q of agent is able
to achieve a goal g desired by an agent, so there is the possibility to ask them to
achieve that goal. Dependence adds to the weak dependence also the condition
that the agent does not have the power to achieve g. Strong dependence adds to
dependence the condition that Q is the only set of agents that is able to achieve g
and, hence, the agent can resort only on them if the agent wants to see g satisfied.

Definition 10 (Weak dependence) An agent ag i weak depends on the group of
agents Q, in the state θ, for the goal g, W Dep(ag i, Q, g,KQ, θ), if and only if
g∈ Gi and Min Pow(Q, g,KQ, θ)

We define the dependence of an agent ag i on a set of agents Q to achieve the goal
g by means of KQ as: ag i desires g, but it lacks the power to achieve g, whereas Q
is a minimal group which has the power to achieve g.

Definition 11 (Agent dependence) An agent ag i depends on the group of agents
Q, in the state θ, for the goal g, Dep(ag i, Q, g,KQ, θ), if and only if W Dep(ag i, Q, g,KQ, θ)
and Lack Pow({ag i}, {g}, θ).

Besides the previous definitions we also define the notion of strong dependence
when Q is the only set of agents that is able to achieve any of the goals in G.

Definition 12 (Strong dependence) An agent ag i strongly depends on the set of
agents Q, in the state θ, for the goal g, S Dep(ag i, Q, g,KQ, θ), if and only if it
depends on Q for g, Dep(ag i, Q, g,KQ, θ), and it does not exist a set of agents
Q′ 6= Q and an action assignment KQ′ such that Min Pow(Q′, g,KQ′ , θ).



5 Topological representation of dependencies

Weak and normal dependence describe the structure underlying possible coopera-
tions and exchanges. The topological properties of this structure, as shown in [8],
are crucial for an analysis of the cohesion of these phenomena. Following [8] we
represent the dependencies among agents as a graph. In particular, we use tagged-
and-graphs to describe the fact that a single agent may (weakly/strongly) depend
on another set of agents for the achievement of a goal. First of all we provide the
definition of a tagged-and-graph:

Definition 13 A tagged-and-graph is a structure 〈N,T,E〉, where

• N is a finite set of nodes.

• T is a finite set of tags.

• E : N×(2N \∅)×T is a set of tagged-and arcs, i.e., a set of triples (v, V, t),
where v is a node, V is a non-empty set of nodes and t is a tag.

In the following, given a tagged-and-graph 〈N,T,E〉 and a tag t̄ ∈ T , we
denote with E |t̄ the subset of E containing only the arcs tagged with t̄, i.e., E |t̄=
{(v, V, t̄)∈ E}.

The idea of relating dependencies among agents to tagged-and-graphs is the
following. If an agent ag (weakly/strongly) depends on a set of agents Q for the
fulfilment of a goal g, then we consider and tagged-and-arc e = (ag , Q, t) that
starts from ag and reaches Q. The tag t of e is itself a structure that provide
further information about the dependence represented by e, such as the goal that is
achieved or the action assignment necessary to achieve that goal. Which kind of
information t represents may depend on the type of analysis it is intended to do on
the graph or on some aspects that can extend the expressiveness of the Multiagent
System, as for example the resources needed to execute a given action and the
relative costs [16]. Here, since we have not formalized resources and the relative
costs, a tag represents only the goal achieved in a dependence relation.

Therefore, we provide a definition of the tagged-and-graph describing the de-
pendence relations occurring in a Multiagent System.

Definition 14 (Dependence graph) Given a Multiagent system MaS

〈Ag , G1, . . . , G|Ag|,Ac1, . . . ,Ac|Ag|,Rl〉

the dependence graph relative to MaS in a state θ is the tagged-and-graph 〈Ag ,Gl , E〉
such that (ag i, Q, g)∈ E if and only if ∃KQ Dep(ag i, Q, g,KQ, θ)



Analogously, the weak- and strong-dependence graph can be defined relative
to a MaS in a given state θ.

A dependence graph describes the set of all possible dependencies among
agents. However, not all of them can occur at the same time, because some goals
may require incompatible action assignments. For this reason it is useful to define
dependence graphs that describes the maximal sets of compatible dependencies.

Definition 15 (Compatible dependence graph) Given a Multiagent system MaS

〈Ag , G1, . . . , G|Ag|,Ac1, . . . ,Ac|Ag|,Rl〉

a tagged-and-graph G = 〈Ag ,Gl , E〉 is a compatible dependence graph if and
only if for all (ag i, Q, g) ∈ E there exists an action assignment KQ such that
Dep(ag i, Q, g,KQ, θ) and Pow(

⋃
Q,

⋃{g},⊔QKQ, θ).
A compatible dependence graph G is maximal if and only if it does not exist a

compatible dependence graph G′ such that G is a subgraph of G′.

6 Importance measurement

We formalize the social importance of an agent, sag(MaS ), in a state θ. This
measure is based on the notion of β-measure defined in van den Brink and Gilles
[18] for directed graphs 〈N,E〉, where N is a set of nodes, and E ⊆ N × N is
an irreflexive set of arcs that describes a dominance relation among the nodes, i.e.,
(v, w)∈ E means that v dominates w in some sense. The β-measure of a node v
measures the importance of v inside the graph:

βv(〈N,E〉) =
∑

w∈S(v)

1
p(w)

(1)

Where S(v) is the set of successors of v, S(v) = {w∈ N | (v, w)∈ E}, and p(w)
is the cardinality of the set of predecessors of w, p(w) = |{h∈ N | (h,w)∈ E}|.
Informally, in order to define an analogy of the β-measure, an agent ag1 dominates
an agent ag2 if ag2 depends on ag1 for the achievement of some goals. However,
since in our case not all the dependencies can be satisfied at the same time, we do
not measure importance directly on the dependence graph relative to a MaS , but
we first measure it for each maximal compatible dependence graph and then we
consider sag(MaS ) as a function of these values. In this work, we assume that it
is not known which particular maximal compatible dependence graph will actually
come out, so if G1, . . . ,Gn are the set of maximal compatible dependence graphs



and sag(Gi) is the importance measure of ag in Gi, then sag(MaS ) is given by the
average of the sag(Gi):

sag(MaS ) =
1
n

n∑

i=1

sag(Gi) (2)

To calculate the importance sag(G) of an agent ag in a compatible dependence
graph G = 〈Ag ,Gl , E〉 we have to consider that the dependence relations in it are
parameterized with respect to the goals. We separately measure the importance
that each goal g provides to an agent ag in G, sag(g,G), and after we define the
overall measure as the sum of these measures.

sag(G) =
∑

g|(ag ′,Q,g)∈E

sag(g,G) (3)

Finally, we define the importance that a goal g provides to an agent ag in a
dependence graph G, sag(g,G), by reformulating Formula 1. There, S(v) is the
set of successors of the node v, i.e., the set of nodes that v dominates. Here,
domination is provided by the dependence relation, where we take into account,
with respect to the case of directed graph, that an agent ag ′ may depend for g on
different sets of agents Q. Furthermore, arcs in [18] are supposed to be irreflexive,
i.e., a node cannot dominate itself. Similarly, we assume that the importance of an
agent stems on its capability to satisfy the goals of the other agents and not of its
owns, so we assume that ag ′ 6= ag . Therefore, the successors of ag with respect
to the goal g are is defined as the set of all dependence arcs (ag ′, Q, g) such that
ag∈ Q and ag ′ 6= ag .

In Formula 1 p(w) is the cardinality of the predecessor of the node w, i.e. the
set of nodes that dominates w. In our case, given an agent ag , p(ag , g) is the set of
agents Q on which ag depends for the achievement of the goal g, formally:

p(ag , g) = |{Q | (ag , Q, g)∈ E}| (4)

By construction this number is equal to 0 if ag do not desires g or equal to the
cardinality p(g) of the set of agents Q that has the power to achieve g. Since
in the formula sag(g,G) we consider the predecessors of agents that desires g,
because they depends for g on some set Q that contains ag , then we have that their
cardinality is always equal to p(g). Finally, the formula of sag(g,G) is given by:

sag(g,G) =
∑

(ag ′,Q,g)∈E|ag ′ 6=ag ∧ ag∈Q

1
p(g)

(5)



Figure 3: An example of Dependence Graph.

We note that the previous formula is given also by the number r(g) of agents
that desires g, eventually minus 1 if ag itself desires g, times the rate between the
number of the sets Q containing ag having the power to achieve g, a(g, ag), and
the number of all the sets of agents having the power to achieve g, p(g).

sag(g,G) = (r(g)− d(g, ag))
a(ag , g)
p(g)

(6)

Where d(g, ag) is equal to 1 if ag desires g, 0 otherwise.
In Figure 3 we show an example of a compatible dependence graph G to ex-

plain the idea underlining the function sag(g,G). In particular we consider the
importance that the goal g1 provides to ag1 and the importance that g2 provides to
ag2. Considering the Formula 5 we have that

sag1
(g1,G) = 1 (7)

sag2
(g2,G) =

2
3

(8)

Suppose now to eliminate the agent ag1 from the Multiagent System. In G this
means to remove the node ag1 and also all the arcs that have ag1 has an end or start
point. In this new graph G′ the agent ag2 does not have the possibility to satisfy the
goal g1, instead for all the other agents removing ag1 does not affect the chances
to achieve any of their goals. Since we consider that all the goals have the same
relevance, we can estimate that ag2, passing from G to G′, shows a displeasure
equal to 1, since one of its goals cannot be achieved anymore. Analogously, all the
other agents in G′ show a displeasure equal to 0.

In the case ag2 is removed from G, then ag5 loses one of three opportunities
on which it can resort for the achievement of g2 - namely the agents ag2, ag3 and
ag4. Therefore, its displeasure is equal to 1

3 . For the same reason also ag6 shows
the same displeasure, whereas all the other agents shows a displeasure equal to 0.



States gd1 gd2

1 0 1
2 0 1
3 0 0
4 0 0
5 1 1
6 0 0
7 0 0
8 0 0

tot 1
8

3
8

Figure 4: Importance of the agents gd1 and gd2 in the prison example.

Therefore, the total displeasure is equal to 2
3 . These values are the ones calculated

in the Formulas 7 and 8.

Example 8 In Figure 2 it is shown for each state the minimal group of agents
which is necessary for the satisfaction of the goal of the prisoner. Figure 2 shows
that, for each state, the prisoner has not the power to achieve his own goal and
also there exists only one set of agents the prisoner weak depends, depends and
strong depends on. So, for each state, there exists only one compatible dependence
graph and this dependence graph contains only one dependence arc.

The importance of each guard in a given state corresponds to importance cal-
culated by the Formula 5 to the relative dependence arc. For example the impor-
tance of the guard gd2 in the state 1 is equal to 1, because he takes part in the
satisfaction of the goal of the prisoner and there exists only a set of agents, gd2

himself, that is able to satisfy that goal. Analogously, the importance of gd1 in the
state 1 is equal to zero since he does not take a part in the satisfaction of the goal
of the prisoner.

In Figure 4 the importance of the guards gd1 and gd2 is shown for each state.
The last row shows the total power of the two guards. As you can see the guard
gd2 has a bigger importance, according with the intuition that the prisoner in each
state desires that the second gate is open in the next state, whereas it desires that
the first gate is open only in the case that he is in the dormitory.

If the effect rule s1 ∧ s2 ∧ a2 → ¬s′2 would be replaced with the rule s1 ∧ s2 ∧
a2∧¬a1 → ¬s′2 as discussed in Section 3 (an hence the state 5 is safe and the state
1 suspicious) we would have that the importance of gd1 is 1

8 and the importance of
the guard gd2 is 2

8 .



7 Related work

In the field of Multiagent Systems, Social Reasoning Mechanism [17] provides
a way to reason about the potential for cooperation and social exchange under the
assumption that agents are self-interested. The core of this approach is given by the
notion of social dependence defined by Castelfranchi [6, 9] and this work presents
a formal definition of the notion of social power and dependence among agents.

With respect to [17], where the possible plans of the agents cannot interfere
with each other, our formalization is an attempt to introduce a more rich description
in which a dependence may arise not only for the lack of a resource or a particular
skill, but also because agents can obstruct the execution of a plan. We assumed that
agents cannot look after with each other, therefore, as suggested in [19], the notion
of power has been formalized inspired by the game theoretical notion of α-ability
[2]. Informally, α-ability means that a set of agents Q has the power to force
an outcome to be into a set of possible of outcomes O if there exists a common
strategy of Q such that for all the strategies of the other agents the outcome will be
in O.

Properties of α-ability, such as coalitional monotonicity or super-additivity,
have been logically formalized in [13]. However, we do not consider the notion of
power as a mere coordination property, so we reformulate α-ability as the capabil-
ity to reach one or more goals of the agents and not to force the system to be in
generic set of states.

As in [19], we provide a simple model of a Multiagent System which evolves
of a single step ahead from an initial state to a final state. Since it was not the
purpose of this paper to provide an expressive framework to address coordination
issues, the paper abstracts away from a detailed description of plans as sequences
of actions, as done for example in ATL [1], but it simply describes which goals the
concurrent execution of different actions involves [11]. However, if our approach is
less expressive than ATL in this sense, we have the advantage to explicitly describe
in our language the action assignment that a set of agents have to execute in order to
achieve a goal. This gives us the possibility to refine the notion of power, intended
as α-ability, with a the notion of power with minimality which is more suited to
correctly formalize dependencies among the agents. Since this notion explicitly
concerns the action assignments, it cannot be formulated in ATL.

8 Summary

In this paper, we consider the formalization of the social importance of agents us-
ing a tagged-and-graph representing dependencies among agents to achieve their



goals. The social importance of agents cannot be reduced to a property of a sin-
gle agent, but it depends on an entire community in which that agent lives and in
particular on its capability and exclusiveness with respect to the other agents to
achieve their goals. A running example shows how this notion is able to reveal
these asymmetries inside a community.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows. First, we define
a dependence network for agents based on their abilities and desires, which can be
used to measure their social importance. This formalization is derived from the one
used in previous works [15, 3, 4] to study qualitative coalition formation. However,
some improvements have been made.

• The formal definition of a multiagent system allows a more expressive spec-
ification of goals, for example a goal can specify that a given action has not
to be executed.

• The definition of power is based on goal monotonicity, coalition monotonic-
ity and super-additivity. The minimization of power is done on action as-
signment and not only on the number of agents.

• Three kinds of dependence are defined, called weak, agent and strong de-
pendence.

• A compatible dependence graph is defined describing maximal sets of com-
patible dependencies.

Second, we adapt van den Brink and Gilles’ β-measure such that it can be used
for these dependence networks. The β-measure is used to rank agents inside a
dominance structure, i.e., a weighted directed graph where each node represents an
agent and a weighted arc represents the strength of a dominance relation between
two agents. We extend the β-measure in order to capture the strength of an agent
in the satisfaction of the goals of other agents or, in other words, the discontent
of the other agents in the case an agent would leave the society. We formalize the
social importance of an agent, sag(MaS ), in a state θ. If G1, . . . ,Gn are the set of
maximal compatible dependence graphs and sag(Gi) is the importance measure of
ag in Gi, then sag(MaS ) is given by the average of the sag(Gi):

sag(MaS ) =
1
n

n∑

i=1

sag(Gi) (9)

The overall measure is the sum of the importance that each goal g provides to an
agent ag in G, sag(g,G).

sag(G) =
∑

g|(ag ′,Q,g)∈E

sag(g,G) (10)



sag(g,G) is given by the number r(g) of agents that desires g, eventually minus
1 if ag itself desires g, times the rate between the number of the sets Q containing
ag having the power to achieve g, a(g, ag), and the number of all the sets of agents
having the power to achieve g, p(g). Let d(g, ag) be equal to 1 if ag desires g, 0
otherwise.

sag(g,G) = (r(g)− d(g, ag))
a(ag , g)
p(g)

(11)

This qualitative measure does not make any particular assumption on the internal
preferences of an agent with respect its own goals and hence it can be applied in
contexts where this private information is not available.

There are two directions for further research. First, the underlying framework
can be improved in order to capture more complex scenarios. In particular, the
notion of power can be defined in a more expressive structure in which complex
plans and goals can be described. Secondly, the notion of social importance can
be extended to better understand the bargaining power in a trade process. Intu-
itively, an agent which has no interest, or a marginal interested, to be a member of
a community cannot play a crucial role in it. For this reason, the notion of social
importance should not only take into account the goals an agent can offer to the
others, but also the ones it asks in exchange.
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